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“Although it wasn’t dog two’s first visit to the Lin family, it was his first time as an Lizi’s boyfriend. ” 

 

“Ever since he became an Lizi’s boyfriend, the Lin family had changed the way they addressed him. ” 

 

“Apart from Lin Ze, everyone now called him Ouyang. ” 

 

Dog Two wasn’t used to this. 

 

“Especially since the food tonight was served by CEN Shaoqing, how could he hold his chopsticks steady? 

” 

 

“Sit down. What are you standing there for?”Lin Ze saw dog two standing there in a daze and smiled. 

“We’re all on the same side today. Don’t be nervous.” 

 

“Dog two turned to look at Lin Ze. “I, I, I, I’m not nervous.” ” 

 

“Lin Ze smiled and said, “You’re already stuttering like this, and you still haven’t said that you’re not 

nervous?” ” 

 

“Dog two gulped and looked around. It lowered its voice and said, “Brother ZE, sister, OH NO, is your 

brother-in-law here as well?” ” 

 

“Yes.”Lin Ze nodded. “Is that why you’re Nervous?” 

 

“Buttface said, “Not exactly. It just feels different from before.” ” 



 

“He was just subconsciously nervous. No matter how many times he told himself in his heart, there was 

no need to be so nervous, but he would still be nervous. ” 

 

“Lin Ze patted Buttface’s shoulder. “I understand how you’re feeling now. After all, this is the first time a 

big girl is in a bridal sedan. It’s okay. You’ll get used to it after experiencing it a few more times.” ” 

 

“Lin Ze had experienced the same thing before, so he could understand how buttface felt at this 

moment. ” 

 

“Buttface continued, “Do you think it’s better for me to talk more or less later?” ” 

 

“Lin Ze said, “In my experience, if you can not talk, then don’t talk. If they ask you a question, you 

answer.” ” 

 

“”Okay.”Buttface nodded. As if he suddenly remembered something, he immediately stood up from his 

chair. “Then, since they haven’t sat down yet, is it not good for me to sit down in advance?” ” 

 

“”It’s fine, it’s fine.”Lin Ze smiled and said, “When they come, you can stand up again.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Buttface nodded. 

 

“Not long after, Ye Shu and Xia Xiaoman walked out from the inner room, chatting and laughing. ” 

 

“Buttface immediately stood up and said, “Auntie, Auntie Ye.” ” 

 

“Ye Shu smiled and looked up. “Ouyang, sit down. We’re all on the same side. There’s no need to be so 

reserved.” ” 

 

“”Thank you, Auntie Ye,”dog two said. ” 

 



Ye Shu smiled and looked at Xia Xiaoman. “Look at how Sensible Ouyang is.” 

 

Xia Xiaoman smiled and nodded. 

 

“She was also very satisfied with dog two. As long as nothing happened between these two young 

people, dog two would be her future son-in-law. ” 

 

“A moment later, Cen Shaoqing and Ye Zhuo also walked out from inside. ” 

 

“Ye Shu smiled and said, “I heard that today’s dishes were personally cooked by Shaoqing. I must have a 

good taste later.” ” 

 

“”Mom, aren’t you being too biased? I was clearly involved, but you gave all the credit to him!”Ye Zhuo 

continued. ” 

 

“Ye Shu said, “Then I’ll have a good taste of my daughter’s cooking later.” ” 

 

“Ye Zao clicked his tongue and said with a smile, “You’re being too perfunctory.” ” 

 

“Ye Shu smiled and said, “You Child!” ” 

 

“Ye Zao looked at Cen Shaoqing and said in a low voice, “I’m finally in your mood tomorrow.”Usually, 

when she went to the Cen family, Old Lady Cen was even more exaggerated than ye Shu. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing always questioned whether she was his biological child. 

 

“Now, she also had to question whether she was his biological child. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing smiled. “This means that my future son-in-law has won the heart of my mother-in-law.” 

 



“Narcissistic.” 

 

“After everyone was present, they sat down. ” 

 

“”Jingshu is definitely pregnant with a boy,”Xia Xiaoman said with a smile as she looked at Bai Jingshu. ” 

 

“Bai Jingshu was already four months pregnant and her belly was obviously swollen. However, she no 

longer had such a big reaction to the pregnancy. ” 

 

“It was always good to eat. In just one month, she had gained five to six kilograms of weight. Coupled 

with the fact that she was pregnant, she looked much more plump. ” 

 

“Her body exuded a strong maternal glow, and she looked completely different from before. ” 

 

“Bai Jingshu looked at Xia Xiaoman and asked, “Fourth aunt, how did you tell?” ” 

 

“Xia Xiaoman said, “Looking at your pregnant state, it’s about the same as mine. Moreover, according to 

the old Lin family’s tradition, your fetus must be a boy.” ” 

 

“Bai Jingshu smiled and said, “Actually, I quite like boys, but ah ze likes girls.” ” 

 

“Xia Xiaoman said, “Just a second child will do.” ” 

 

“Bai Jingshu said, “I’m just afraid that just like third aunt, three or four of them will be boys.” ” 

 

“Xia Xiaoman laughed out loud. “That’s true. I heard that in the Lin family’s many generations, there was 

only one girl named searing. I wonder if it’s a genetic mutation.” ” 
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“Bai Jingshu said, “It would be great if the child in my stomach was also a twin.”Logically speaking, a 

twin was also related to genes.” 

 

“When she found out that she was pregnant, Bai Jingshu was still looking forward to it, but 

unfortunately, it was not twins.” 

 

“”You can’t force this kind of thing,”Xia Xiaoman continued, “Maybe your second child will be twins. Oh 

right, do you plan to have a second child?”” 

 

“Bai Jingshu nodded. “Yes, let’s have more children.”” 

 

“Xia Xiaoman agreed. “I think so too. If it weren’t for the age restriction, I would have wanted to have a 

third child. Lizi and Ah Zhi’s age difference is too big. The two of them usually can’t play together.”” 

 

“In fact, Xia Xiaoman really wanted to have a third child, but Lin Qingxuan disagreed. Older pregnant 

women were not good for the fetus and pregnant women. The risk was too great!” 

 

“Hearing this, an lizi immediately said, “Mom, How Old Am I? I’m still playing with a little brat!”” 

 

Lin Zhi immediately looked up at an Lizi. “Big Sister is a great beauty.” 

 

The biggest advantage of Little Lin Zhi was his sweet mouth. He could often make people lose their 

minds. 

 

“What About Me?”Ye Zhuo looked at Little Lin Zhi. 

 

“Little Lin Zhi said, “Little sister is a fairy from the nine heavens!”” 

 

“Ye Zao smiled and said, “Ah Zhi is also a little handsome.”” 



 

“Little Lin Zhi said a little embarrassedly, “He’s just average handsome.”” 

 

These words made the others burst out laughing. 

 

… 

 

On the other side. 

 

Zhou Cuihua returned to her parents’house. 

 

“When her parents heard the news of Zhou Cuihua’s divorce, they were all more and more shocked.” 

 

“Especially Zhou Cuihua’s older brother, Zhou Xiatian. He immediately slammed the table and stood up. 

“What did you say? Tell me again!”” 

 

“Zhou cuihua said, “I’m divorced.”” 

 

“Hearing that, Zhou Xiatian immediately asked, “Why are you divorced?”” 

 

“Zhou Cuihua’s sister-in-law, Sun Guixiang, immediately asked, “Then how do you divide the assets 

between the two of you?”” 

 

“Li Dalong had two houses and two cars. These were all assets after marriage. No matter what, they had 

to be divided into a house and a car for Zhou cuihua.” 

 

“Zhou Cuihua was a little speechless and said, “What assets could he have! Sister-in-law, what are you 

thinking about!”” 

 

Just how much money could Li Dalong have? It was not even enough to hire a butler. 



 

“Sun Guixiang looked at Zhou cuihua and said, “Li Dalong went bankrupt? When did this happen?”” 

 

Bankrupt? 

 

“When she heard this, Zhou Cuihua’s eyes were filled with speechlessness.” 

 

“First of all, one had to have money to go bankrupt. What kind of assets could Li Dalong have?” 

 

“Zhou cuihua continued, “Other than the two houses, what other assets does Li Dalong have? I didn’t 

want any of these two houses. I went out with nothing.”” 

 

Left with nothing? 

 

Zhou Xiatian and Sun Guixiang seemed to have heard a bolt from the blue! 

 

“Sun Guixiang, in particular, widened her eyes. “What did you say? Left with nothing?”” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

They were all people who lived their lives. They knew very well what leaving with nothing meant. 

 

“”Why did Li Da Long let you leave with nothing?”Zhou Xiatian looked at Zhou cuihua and continued, 

“Also, why didn’t you discuss such a big matter with us!”” 

 

“Zhou cuihua said indifferently, “It wasn’t Li Dalong who made me leave with nothing. It was my own 

request.”” 

 

“You’re Crazy!”Zhou Xiatian looked at Zhou Cuihua and thought that she was hearing things! 

 



He wanted to leave with nothing! 

 

“”I’m very clear-headed now,”Zhou cuihua continued, “I’ve been crazy for more than 20 years. Now that 

I’m completely clear-headed, Li Dalong is not worthy of me at all! “Brother, tell me, how did I go blind 

back then to follow a useless man like Li Dalong!”” 

 

“Thinking of this matter, Zhou cuihua still felt extremely regretful.” 

 

Very regretful! 

 

“Unfortunately, time could not go back to those years when she was unmarried.” 

 

“Zhou Xiatian looked at Zhou cuihua and continued, “Do you know what you’re talking about! What 

exactly did you get divorced for?”” 

 

“”Because Li Dalong is a trash!”Zhou cuihua continued, “Brother, do you still remember Xia Xiaoman? 

Do you know what Xia Xiaoman was like back then? Do you know what she’s like now? She’s a rich lady 

now. Not only do she have servants, she even hired a butler! “I’m better and prettier than her. Why 

should i guard that trash Li Dalong?”” 

 

“Zhou cuihua and Zhou Xiaxia were half-siblings, so Zhou Xiaxia and Xia Xiaoman were not that close.” 

 

“Zhou xiaxia only had a vague impression of Xia Xiaoman. After Xia Xiaoman got married and gave birth 

to a daughter, he had never seen Xia Xiaoman again.” 

 

“However, the incident between Xia Xiaoman and an Dongliang had blown up, so he knew one thing.” 
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“He knew that an Dongliang had committed murder and was in prison. He only heard that Xia Xiaoman 

had remarried, but he did not know that Xia Xiaoman had married into a wealthy family. ” 

 

“When Xia Xiaoman remarried, Zhou Xiatian had even joked with her friends that this woman was too 

heartless. Not long after her husband was sentenced, she could not stand the loneliness and married! ” 

 

She was not even willing to put on a Show! 

 

“Sun Guixiang Looked Zhou cuihua up and down and said in disbelief, “So the reason for your divorce is 

that you think you can marry a rich man again?” ” 

 

“”If Xia Xiaoman can, why can’t I?”Zhou cuihua asked back. ” 

 

Sun Guixiang was completely speechless. The way she looked at Zhou Cuihua was as if she was looking 

at an idiot. 

 

She didn’t know where Zhou Cuihua’s confidence came from. 

 

She also didn’t know what Zhou Cuihua was thinking in her heart. 

 

She even suspected that Zhou Cuihua had never looked in the mirror before! 

 

“”Are you out of your mind?”Sun guixiang continued, “You have to get it straight. You’re already forty-

eight years old this year! You’re not eighteen years old!” ” 

 

Unless the rich man was blind! 

 

“Otherwise, why would he look at Zhou Cuihua! ” 

 

“Sister-in-law! What do you mean? Are you looking down on me?”Zhou cuihua looked at Sun Guixiang 

with a questioning expression. 



 

“Sun guixiang said, “It’s not that I’m looking down on you, I just feel that you don’t know enough about 

yourself! Look at Yourself Now! Just do it! The child is about to get married, and you’re still doing this! 

Aiyo, I really don’t know what kind of evil the ancestors of the old Zhou family did in their previous life!” 

” 

 

“Although Sun Guixiang’s name had a slight sense of age, she was a cultured person. ” 

 

“Although her education was not high and she was only in secondary school, she usually liked reading 

and had a clear mind, so she knew what to do at the right age. ” 

 

Zhou Cuihua’s current behavior was completely brain-damaged! 

 

“Zhou Cuihua didn’t expect Sun Guixiang’s words to be so harsh. She was so angry that her face turned 

pale, but she was even more certain in her heart that she would marry another super rich man. She 

would make all those who looked down on her regret endlessly! ” 

 

“”Sun Guixiang, how can you say that! What do you mean by what the ancestors of the old Zhou family 

did?”Zhou Cuihua was extremely angry. “Apologize to me!” ” 

 

“I didn’t say anything wrong again! Why should I apologize to you!”Sun Guixiang put her hands on her 

hips and rolled her eyes at Zhou Cuihua. 

 

“Thinking back to those years, all the relatives in the family envied Zhou Cuihua for marrying a good 

husband! ” 

 

“Not only did she know how to earn money, but she was also not a playboy. All the money she earned 

over the years was handed over to Zhou Cuihua for safekeeping. ” 

 

“Most importantly, Li Dalong did not value sons over daughters. Because Zhou cuihua felt that giving 

birth was too painful, she was determined not to give birth to a second child in that era. Li Dalong did 

not complain at all. ” 

 



“At that time, when Li Da Long’s business had gotten better, everyone had been speculating whether Li 

da Long would suddenly dump Zhou Cui Hua. ” 

 

But. 

 

No. 

 

Li Da Long treated Zhou Cui Hua as well as ever. 

 

Zhou Cui Hua was really sick now. That was why she had suddenly gone crazy and wanted to divorce Li 

da long. 

 

Her good days had come to an end! 

 

“Zhou Cui Hua was furious. “Brother, aren’t you going to take care of her?” ” 

 

“Zhou Xia Tian looked at Zhou cui hua and said, “Your sister-in-law is right! You’re just too pretentious!” 

” 

 

“At this point, Zhou Xia Tian held Zhou Cui Hua’s hand. “Let’s Go! You come with me immediately. I’ll 

bring you to the Li family to apologize to Dalong. He will definitely forgive you for my sake!” ” 

 

The best way now was to stop the losses in time. 

 

She could not let Zhou cuihua continue acting like this! 

 

“Why should I!”Zhou cuihua fiercely shook off Zhou Xiaxia’s hand. “I didn’t do anything wrong. Why 

should I lower my head and admit my mistake for him!” 

 

Zhou Xiaxia was furious. 



 

“Sun Guixiang stood to the side and advised, “Old Zhou, don’t bother about her! You’re doing her a 

favor now. It’s fine if she doesn’t appreciate your kindness, but she even thinks that you’re in her way!” 

” 

 

“With that, Sun Guixiang pulled Zhou Xiatian into the house. ” 

 

“No matter what, Zhou Cuihua was Zhou Xiatian’s only sister. Although the two of them had different 

fathers, they were still related by blood. ” 

 

“”She’s My Sister!”After saying that, he pushed Sun Guixiang’s hand away and walked in front of Zhou 

Cuihua and the others, then he said, “I’m telling you very seriously, you’ll definitely regret divorcing Li 

Dalong! “However, it’s not too late for you to regret now. If you still treat me as your brother, then 

listen to my advice. Go back and live a good life with da long. Don’t think about those unnecessary 

things anymore! “Those lives don’t belong to you!” ” 

 

“Speaking up to this point, Zhou Xia Tian paused, “Compared to most people, you are already living a 

fairy-like life. Look at your sister-in-law and me. We are still renting a house to live in! and the two of 

you have everything in the capital! Your Daughter is also living up to expectations!” ” 
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“Zhou Xiatian spoke with sincerity and sincerity, wanting Zhou cuihua to turn back in time. ” 

 

“But right now, Zhou Cuihua’s mind was only filled with the image of Xia Xiaoman leading a good life. 

She couldn’t listen to anything else! ” 

 

“”Brother, are you doing this for my own good or are you trying to harm me? !”Zhou Cuihua was very 

angry. Her eyes were red as she pointed at Zhou Xiatian and said, “Or do you guys think that I will never 

be able to compare to Xia Xiaoman? !” ” 

 

Zhou Cuihua felt that Xia Xiaoman was a hurdle in her life. 



 

“When she was young, her relatives and friends would often say that Cuihua was prettier than Xiaoman. 

” 

 

“However, Xiaoman’s grades were good, so she would definitely have a bright future. ” 

 

“Then, Zhou Cuihua didn’t want to study anymore because she wanted to prove to her relatives and 

friends that even if she didn’t study, even if she was illiterate, she could still lead a good life. ” 

 

“Later on, things did develop as she imagined. Xia Xiaoman failed her middle school exams and turned 

around to marry a man from the same village. After being married for decades, the two of them still 

lived a tight life. ” 

 

“In the end, when their days were better, they ended up getting a divorce. ” 

 

And her life had always been much better than Xia Xiaoman’s. 

 

But now… 

 

That person who had always been under her feet suddenly stood up. 

 

How Could Zhou Cuihua accept this? 

 

“Moreover, she had always felt that she was better than Xia Xiaoman in all aspects. ” 

 

“So, she could have everything that Xia Xiaoman could have. ” 

 

“Zhou Xiatian said, “This isn’t a question of whether we can compare or not! This is fate! Cuihua, your 

life is already better than most people’s. You have a happy marriage and a happy family! Your sister-in-

law is so jealous of you! Mom has always been proud of you!” ” 

 



“”You mean my life is not as good as Xia Xiaoman’s?”Zhou cuihua looked at Zhou Xiatian and said, “Then 

I must prove to you that my life is not as bad as Xia Xiaoman’s!” ” 

 

“Zhou Xiatian sighed, “I didn’t mean that! Cuihua, calm down. I’m doing this for your own good!” ” 

 

“I don’t need you to do this for my own good!”Zhou cuihua waved Zhou Xiatian’s hand away. “I won’t 

come here anymore! I don’t have a brother like you!” 

 

“After saying that, Zhou cuihua turned around and left. ” 

 

“Zhou Xiatian watched her back and was about to chase after her when Sun Guixiang grabbed her, 

“Don’t try to be a good person at this time. Your sister is too much! I knew she would definitely suffer! 

Even if you chase after her now, she will still see you as a stumbling block!” ” 

 

There were some things that could be seen clearly from the sidelines. 

 

“Based on Zhou Cuihua’s current state, it was indeed not suitable for her to catch up. ” 

 

“Because no matter what she said, Zhou Cuihua would not listen. ” 

 

Zhou Xiatian sighed and did not know what to do. 

 

“Sun guixiang continued, “This is someone else’s matter. As an elder brother, you should just say what 

you need to say and ignore everything else!” ” 

 

Zhou Xiatian took out her phone and called Li Hang. 

 

“Li Hang was Zhou Cuihua’s daughter after all, and he was a highly educated intellectual. She definitely 

had a way to resolve this matter. ” 

 

“In the end, Li Hang was also extremely helpless. ” 



 

“”Uncle, you should know my mother’s temper. As long as it’s something she decides, not to mention 

us, even ten cows won’t be able to pull it back.”Li hang continued, “I’ve done a lot of ideological work 

for her, but it’s all useless. As a daughter, I don’t want to see them reach this stage.” ” 

 

“In fact, Li Hang also had his own selfish motives. ” 

 

There were many possibilities in life. What if Zhou Cuihua really succeeded? 

 

Who wouldn’t want to be rich and powerful? 

 

Who wouldn’t want to reach the sky in one step? 

 

It all depended on Zhou Cuihua’s ability! 

 

“After Zhou Cuihua returned, she received a call from Xia Xiaoman. Xia Xiaoman invited her to the villa 

as a guest. ” 

 

Zhou Cuihua was extremely happy. She was worried that she wouldn’t have the chance to find Xia 

Xiaoman. 

 

She didn’t expect the opportunity to come knocking on her door. 

 

“The next day, Zhou Cuihua freshened up and went to the Lin family’s villa. ” 

 

“When she arrived at the villa, Zhou Cuihua realized that she wasn’t the only guest today. ” 

 

The villa was very lively. 

 

“Cousin.”Xia Xiaoman greeted her with a smile. “Why didn’t Hang Hang come along?” 



 

“Zhou cuihua said, “She’s busy.” ” 

 

“Xia Xiaoman nodded. “Young People’s careers are indeed more important. There are more customers 

today, so let me introduce you. This is boss Wang of Yumen Real Estate, and this is CEO Zhao of LP 

Group…” ” 

 

Zhou cuihua nodded gracefully and shook hands with them. 

 

“In just one afternoon, Zhou cuihua had exchanged wechat messages with boss Wang of the real estate 

company. ” 

 

She had thought that he was just a small real estate boss. 

 

“After returning home in the evening, Zhou Cuihua went online to check and found out that boss Wang 

was simply a super big boss with a net worth of hundreds of millions! ” 

 

“Most importantly, this boss Wang had lost his wife in the early years and had never married. ” 

 

“After investigating this information, Zhou Cuihua was extremely excited. ” 

 

She knew that her chance had come. 

 

What made Zhou cuihua even more excited was that boss Wang actually took the initiative to contact 

her the next day to have coffee with her. 

 

What did this mean? 

 

This meant that boss Wang had a good impression of her. 

 



“Of course, Zhou Cuihua couldn’t let go of such a good opportunity. She immediately freshened up and 

went to the appointment on time. ” 

 

Boss Wang arrived early. 

 

“Ms. Zhou is very beautiful today.” 

 

“Zhou Cuihua didn’t expect that boss Wang’s first sentence would be to praise her beauty. She smiled 

and said, “Thank you.” ” 
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Zhou cuihua was especially excited. Boss Wang’s appearance had given her hope. 

 

Soon. 

 

“Soon, she would be able to make everyone’s eyes light up. ” 

 

“She would let everyone know that even if she, Zhou cuihua, was old, she could still marry a rich man! ” 

 

She was better than Xia Xiaoman. 

 

“Zhou cuihua smiled and said, “When did Mr. Wang arrive?” ” 

 

“”Not long ago.”Boss Wang stood up and pulled out the chair opposite him. He said in a gentlemanly 

manner, “Ms. Zhou, please sit.” ” 

 

“He was rich and gentlemanly, and he was also very handsome. ” 



 

He was many times stronger than Li Dalong. This was simply Zhou Cuihua’s ideal type. 

 

“Thank you.”Zhou cuihua thanked him. 

 

“Boss Wang smiled and said, “From the moment I entered, Ms. Zhou has already thanked me twice.” ” 

 

“At this point, boss Wang paused, then he said, “I have been friends with Mr. Lin and Mrs. Lin for many 

years. Ms. Zhou is their cousin, so we are not outsiders. I wonder if I have the honor to be friends with 

Ms. Zhou?” ” 

 

“”Of course!”Zhou Cuihua was a little flattered and continued, “It’s my honor to be friends with 

someone like Mr. Wang.” ” 

 

“”No, no, no.”Boss Wang immediately said, “It’s my honor to be able to make friends with Ms. Zhou.” ” 

 

Zhou Cuihua was extremely excited. 

 

“Boss Wang picked up the menu and continued, “What would you like to drink, Ms. Zhou?” ” 

 

“Zhou cuihua smiled and said, “Just ordinary coffee will do.” ” 

 

“”Okay.”Boss Wang nodded and said to the waiter, “Two cups of Blue Mountain Coffee.” ” 

 

“Please wait a moment.” 

 

“Boss Wang then said, “And a few more of your signature desserts.” ” 

 

“Okay.” 

 



“After saying that, boss Wang handed the menu to the waiter. ” 

 

“Zhou Cuihua was sitting opposite boss Wang. Suddenly, she didn’t dare to look up at boss Wang. ” 

 

Her heart was beating so fast that it almost jumped out of her chest. 

 

She felt like she had returned to the teenage years in an instant. 

 

“At that time, she had met Li Dalong for the first time and was in the same state now. ” 

 

“”I heard from Mrs. Lin that you have a daughter, Ms. Zhou?”Boss Wang took the initiative to ask. ” 

 

“Hearing that, Zhou cuihua nodded. “Yes, I do have a daughter.” ” 

 

“Boss Wang nodded. “It’s like this. I actually really wish that I had a daughter. Unfortunately, my wife 

left early.” ” 

 

“At this point, boss Wang’s eyes were filled with regret. He continued, “May I ask, Madam Zhou, is your 

daughter following you or your ex-husband?” ” 

 

“When she heard this, Zhou Cui Hua became even more agitated. What did boss Wang Mean? ” 

 

Was he hinting at her? 

 

Yes. 

 

That must be the case. 

 

“Zhou Cui hua smiled and said, “My Daughter is following me.” ” 



 

“Although Li Hang was with Li Dalong now, Zhou Cuihua believed that as long as the matter between her 

and boss Wang was confirmed, Li Hang would definitely follow her! ” 

 

“”Oh, that’s great!”Boss Wang smiled and nodded. “Ms. Zhou, how old is your daughter this year?” ” 

 

“”She’s 23 this year,”Zhou Cuihua replied. ” 

 

“”23 years old.”Boss Wang smiled and said, “Then she should have graduated from university, right?” ” 

 

“”Yes, she has already graduated.”Zhou cuihua said, “She’s preparing to take the postgraduate entrance 

exam recently.” ” 

 

Boss Wang nodded. “I can imagine that she must be a very outstanding child.” 

 

“Zhou cuihua said, “My daughter doesn’t have any other good qualities, but she’s willing to work hard. 

When she was in school, she was a good student and an outstanding cadre every year.” ” 

 

“”Daughters are more like their mothers,”boss Wang said. ” 

 

“This sentence was clearly praising Li Hang, but it was actually praising Zhou cuihua. ” 

 

Zhou cuihua also realized this and her face turned slightly red. 

 

“At this moment, the coffee was served. ” 

 

“Boss Wang took a sip of coffee and continued, “Oh right, may I ask, Ms. Zhou, what caused the divorce 

between you and your ex-husband?” ” 

 

This question made Zhou Cuihua’s heart skip a beat. 



 

“She couldn’t tell boss Wang that she got divorced because she looked down on Li Dalong, right! ” 

 

“Zhou Cuihua’s eyes reddened and she continued, “Actually, there are some things that I don’t want to 

talk about, but since Mr. Wang has asked, i…” ” 

 

“She looked as if she had been wronged. No matter who looked at her, they felt that it was the other 

party’s problem and had nothing to do with her. ” 

 

“Boss Wang said, “Ms. Zhou, since it’s an unpleasant memory, don’t think about it. We have to move on 

as people. Let bygones be bygones!” ” 

 

Zhou Cuihua didn’t expect boss Wang to be so considerate and take the initiative to give her a way out. 
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She was worrying about how to continue her story! 

 

Life was really full of ups and downs. 

 

“If she did not get a divorce, she would never have thought that such a day would come. ” 

 

Zhou Cuihua looked up at boss Wang and smiled. “Mr. Wang is right. Let bygones be bygones. A person 

should look forward.” 

 

“Boss Wang smiled and said, “I’m relieved that Ms. Zhou has such thoughts.” ” 

 



Zhou cuihua also smiled. “What about Mr. Wang? I heard from my cousin that Mr. Wang hasn’t 

remarried all these years?” 

 

Boss Wang nodded. “This society is too complicated. It’s not easy to find a good person.” 

 

“At this point, he paused, then he said, “I’ve met many people. Some are much younger than me, and 

some are the same age as me. Most of them approached me with a purpose. “As time passes, I naturally 

don’t have any plans in this area.” ” 

 

“Over the years, boss Wang had met all kinds of women. ” 

 

“As he met more people, he became more and more fond of dogs. ” 

 

“”You’re right.”Zhou cuihua nodded, she said with great agreement, “There are a lot of women. They 

look simple on the outside, but they’re actually very complicated on the inside. They’re vain and money-

worshipping. Sometimes, even I don’t believe in love, let alone Mr. Wang.” ” 

 

“Boss Wang continued, “But now I seem to have met the love of my life.” ” 

 

This sentence had a hint. 

 

Zhou Cuihua looked up at boss Wang. “Is that so?” 

 

“Boss Wang nodded. “Actually, I never believed in love before. Until today, I didn’t believe that love at 

first sight really existed.” ” 

 

Zhou Cui Hua’s heartbeat gradually quickened. 

 

Did boss Wang mean what she thought he meant? 

 

Love at first sight. 



 

Was she the one who fell in love at first sight? 

 

“Zhou Cui Hua was excited and expectant. She then asked, “I wonder if I have the honor to meet this 

lady?” ” 

 

“Boss Wang smiled and said, “Far away in the horizon.” ” 

 

Far Away in the horizon? 

 

“Although Zhou Cui Hua had never read any books, she knew that the next sentence that was far away 

in the horizon was right in front of her eyes. ” 

 

Did It mean that the person in boss Wang’s heart was her? 

 

Zhou cuihua took a sip of her coffee and did not say anything. 

 

“Boss Wang continued, “I wonder what Miss Zhou’s impression of me is?” ” 

 

“Hearing that, Zhou Cuihua suppressed the excitement in her heart and continued, “Very good.” ” 

 

Boss Wang raised his cup. “Then let’s substitute coffee for wine. Cheers.” 

 

“Cheers.”Zhou cuihua also raised her cup. 

 

The two of them chatted happily. 

 

“When they were leaving, boss Wang continued, “The day after tomorrow is my mother’s 75th birthday. 

I wonder if I have the honor to invite Ms. Zhou to attend?” ” 

 



Zhou cuihua nodded repeatedly. “Of course.” 

 

Being able to attend boss Wang’s mother’s birthday meant that she held a high position in boss Wang’s 

heart. 

 

“Boss Wang smiled and said, “Then it’s settled! I’ll go back and tell my mother. She’ll definitely be very 

happy.” ” 

 

“After saying that, boss Wang said, “When the time comes, don’t forget to bring your daughter along. 

My mother has always hoped to have a sensible and obedient granddaughter.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Zhou cuihua nodded. 

 

“When she left, boss Wang especially sent Zhou Cuihua to the rental house. ” 

 

Zhou cuihua rented a single room. 

 

The environment was not bad. 

 

“When she returned home, Zhou cuihua heaved a sigh of relief. ” 

 

It was great. 

 

She did not need to live in such a place anymore. 

 

“After taking a shower, Zhou cuihua sent a message to Li Hang. ” 

 

Li hang was probably busy and did not reply immediately. 

 

“When it was almost 11 o’clock, Li hang finally replied to Zhou cuihua. ” 



 

The mother and daughter agreed to meet tomorrow. 

 

“That night, Zhou Cuihua slept well. ” 

 

“Soon, it was the second day. ” 

 

Zhou cuihua and Li Hang had arranged to meet at a restaurant. 

 

“As soon as they met, Zhou Cuihua shared her happy news with Li Hang. ” 

 

“Hearing this, Li Hang felt that something was not quite right. “Mom, how long have you known that 

boss Wang? How do you know if he’s a good person or a bad person?” ” 

 

“Zhou Cuihua was indeed pretty, but she was, after all, old. ” 

 

Would the boss of the real estate company let go of a young and beautiful girl and look for an old 

woman? 

 

How was that possible! 

 

“Zhou cuihua said, “Hang Hang, you don’t understand at all. There’s a saying in this world called love at 

first sight. Boss Wang and I are.”or more accurately, it was boss Wang who fell in love with her at first 

sight. ” 

 

“”In short, mom, Please Calm Down. Don’t be deceived by others. There are many swindlers who 

swindle money and women nowadays,”Li Hang said. ” 

 

“At this time, Zhou Cuihua took out two tickets for the musical. ” 
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“Look at this.” 

 

“Li Hang looked down and said in surprise, “Tickets to the Ansen musical? This ticket is very hard to buy! 

Mom, where did you get it!”Zhou cuihua also didn’t have the ability to do that. ” 

 

Go to a concert? 

 

Wasn’t the sun rising from the West? 

 

“Zhou cuihua smiled and said, “This is given to me by your uncle Wang. He hopes that I can take you to 

watch the musical tomorrow night. He will be there too.” ” 

 

Li Hang was a little stunned. 

 

“The tickets for the musical were not expensive. The unit price was 1,800, but the most important thing 

was that Zhou Cuihua was holding a VIP seat. Not only was the price doubled, but it was also extremely 

difficult to buy. If one was not a VIP customer, there was no way they would not be able to buy it. ” 

 

Were the barriers for swindlers so high these days? 

 

“At this moment.., zhou cuihua continued to ask, “Hang Hang, are you going? Your Uncle Wang said that 

he had always hoped to have a daughter! I’ve asked around. He only has one son at home and is 

currently studying abroad in Australia. I heard that he has found a girlfriend from a local aristocratic 

family there and will most likely not return to China in the future… … .. ” 

 

“The more Zhou Cuihua spoke, the more excited she became. In the end, her eyes lit up as she said, “In 

the end, these things will all be yours!” ” 

 



“Li Hang picked up the ticket and thought for a while. “Mom, are you sure that this ticket was given to 

you by him?” ” 

 

“Zhou cuihua said, “If it wasn’t given by him, could it be that I bought it myself?”She had a lot of money 

to burn so she would buy this thing. ” 

 

“Li hang continued, “What Time Tomorrow Night?” ” 

 

“Isn’t it all on the ticket? From 6:30 to 8:30 pm.” 

 

“Okay.”Li hang nodded. 

 

She wanted to see whether this boss Wang was a real boss or a fake boss! 

 

“Zhou cuihua smiled and said, “Then it’s settled. Remember to put on some pretty makeup tomorrow 

night.” ” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

“Zhou cuihua continued, “Oh right, how’s Your Dad these few days? Is he drinking at home?” ” 

 

“Without her, Li Da Long’s life would definitely not be easy. ” 

 

Zhou Cuihua was very familiar with her family’s status. 

 

“All these years, Li da long simply could not leave her. ” 

 

One could imagine how Li da long lived these few days after the divorce. 

 

“Li Hang looked at Zhou cuihua and continued, “My father…” ” 



 

“Just as Li Hang opened his mouth, Zhou cuihua raised her hand to interrupt her unfinished words. 

“Alright, Alright. You Don’t have to speak up for your father anymore. It’s already impossible for me to 

be with him.” ” 

 

It was impossible to take back what was done. 

 

“”Mom, you’ve misunderstood.”Li hang continued, “Father has been doing very well these days. His 

days are far more exciting than you can imagine.” ” 

 

“Zhou cuihua had personally admitted to Li da long that she had someone else on the outside. If Li da 

long were to die for Zhou cuihua, that would be because he was too cheap! ” 

 

“Therefore, after the divorce, Li Da Long had always been positive. He was not as heartbroken as Zhou 

Cuihua had imagined. ” 

 

“Zhou cuihua smiled and said, “Alright, Alright. I still don’t understand your father’s character! There’s 

no need for you to hide it for him!” ” 

 

“”Mom, you’ve really misunderstood.”Li Hang did not know what to say. ” 

 

“Zhou cuihua continued, “Hang Hang, after you go back, think carefully. Do you choose to follow me or 

your father? Some choices can only be made once in a lifetime.” ” 

 

Li hang nodded. 

 

“After dinner, Li Hang drove Zhou cuihua back. ” 

 

“When they got out of the car, Zhou Cuihua didn’t forget to remind him, “Hang Hang, Don’t be late 

tomorrow night.” ” 

 

“”Don’t worry, Mom.” ” 



 

“After returning home, Li Hang saw Li da long sitting on the sofa in the living room watching TV. ” 

 

“”Hang Hang, come and sit.”Li Da long patted the empty sofa beside him. “Dad, I have something to talk 

to you about.” ” 

 

Li Hang walked over. 

 

“Dad.” 

 

“Li Da Long turned off the television and turned to look at Li Hang. He then said, “Hang Hang, Dad wants 

to discuss something with you.” ” 

 

“”Please speak,”Li Hang said. ” 

 

“Li da long continued, “Your aunt has introduced an aunt to dad who is around the same age. Dad wants 

to meet her. What do you think?” ” 

 

“Zhou Cui Hua had betrayed him first, so he had no need to stand guard for her. ” 

 

“Li hang looked at Li da long and said with a smile, “Dad, for you to be able to come out so quickly, of 

course I’m happy for you.” ” 

 

“”So Hang Hang, you support dad?”Li Da Long was very surprised. ” 

 

“He had thought that his daughter would object, but he did not expect Li hang to be so sensible. ” 

 

“Li hang nodded. “You are looking for your own happiness, why should I object?” ” 

 



“Li Dalong was very excited. “Hang Hang, don’t worry. No matter if daddy remarries or not, you’re 

Daddy’s only daughter. Daddy will never have a second child.” ” 
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“Okay.” 

 

“After saying what he was thinking about, Li da long let out a sigh of relief. He whistled as he went to 

take a shower. He also went to prepare for his meeting with his girlfriend the next day. ” 

 

“Meanwhile, Li Hang also went back to study the music ticket. ” 

 

He thought that the ticket was fake. 

 

“However, after checking with his friend, not only was it not fake, his friend even said excitedly, “Oh my 

god, Hang Hang! Where did you buy this ticket? Can you get me one too?” ” 

 

“It belongs to my mother’s friend.”Li Hang had always been very elegant and kind in front of others. “I’ll 

help you ask tomorrow.” 

 

“”Okay, thank you!” ” 

 

The ticket was not fake. 

 

“Under the light, Li Hang narrowed his eyes. Could it be that Zhou Cuihua had met a rich man? ” 

 

The next night at 6 pm. 

 



Li hang arrived at the location that he had arranged with Zhou Cuihua. 

 

“Zhou Cuihua was wearing exquisite makeup and waved at Li Hang. “Hang hang, over here.” ” 

 

Li hang jogged over. 

 

“Zhou cuihua said with some dissatisfaction, “Why are you only here now! I’ve been waiting for you for 

quite a while. Rich people pay special attention to the concept of time. We can’t be late.” ” 

 

“”I was delayed by something at the last minute,”Li Hang explained. ” 

 

“”Alright, Alright, let’s go quickly.”Zhou cuihua carried her satchel and said, “When you meet someone 

later, be more alert. Remember to call for help, okay?” ” 

 

“Yes.”Li hang nodded. 

 

The mother and daughter soon arrived at the entrance of the theater. 

 

Zhou cuihua looked around but did not see anyone. 

 

“It was already 6:20. Logically speaking, boss Wang should have arrived earlier. ” 

 

“Li hang looked around and continued, “He’s not here?” ” 

 

Zhou cuihua nodded. “I didn’t see him. Did he get delayed by something?” 

 

“Li hang smiled and said, “Mom, you didn’t get stood up, right?” ” 

 

“After saying that, Li hang continued, “Even if he didn’t get stood up, this man’s attitude makes people 

speechless! He’s actually late! It’s obvious that he doesn’t put you in his eyes!” ” 



 

“”Don’t talk nonsense.”Zhou cuihua said, “Your uncle Wang isn’t that kind of person!” ” 

 

“Then where is he?”Li Hang asked. 

 

“”He must be on his way,”Zhou Cuihua said. ” 

 

Li hang shook his head speechlessly. 

 

“At this moment, a young man in uniform walked over to the mother and daughter. “Excuse me, is this 

Ms. Zhou?” ” 

 

“”I am,”Zhou Cuihua said. ” 

 

“The young man said respectfully, “Hello, Ms. Zhou. I am chief Wang’s assistant. Chief Wang has been 

waiting for you in the VIP room for a long time. Please follow me.” ” 

 

“Hearing this, Li Hang was a little stunned. ” 

 

“Zhou cuihua glanced at Li Hang, her eyes full of pride. ” 

 

She knew that boss Wang would not lie to her. 

 

The mother and daughter followed the assistant all the way to the VIP waiting room of the theater. 

 

“”Ms. Zhou.”Seeing Zhou cuihua, boss Wang, who was sitting there, immediately stood up. ” 

 

“Boss Wang was about forty or fifty years old. His facial features were delicate and pretty, and he did 

not have any greasy feeling. ” 

 



This was something that Li Hang had not expected. 

 

Could it be that Zhou Cuihua was really lucky? 

 

“”Mr. Wang,”Zhou Cuihua said with a smile, “Let me introduce you to my daughter, Li Hang.” ” 

 

“Li hang said politely, “Uncle Wang, I’m Li Hang, Mu Zi Li, Qihang’s hang.” ” 

 

“Boss Wang nodded with a smile. “Li Hang, good name, good name.” ” 

 

“Thank you.” 

 

“Without batting an eyelid, Li hang noticed that boss Wang was wearing an internationally famous 

luxury brand suit. On her wrist was a watch worth seven figures. She had studied luxury goods before, 

and her eyes were very sharp, so she could recognize it just like that, these things were not imitations. ” 

 

“Coupled with his aura and mannerisms, he did not look like an ordinary person. ” 

 

“In other words, boss Wang was indeed a real estate boss with assets of over a hundred million. ” 

 

“Boss Wang continued, “The musical is about to begin. Let’s go to the front first.” ” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

“Boss Wang was clearly a high-level VIP of the theater. Not only did he have a VIP waiting room, but he 

also had his own private passageway. ” 

 

“Seeing the envious gaze from the ordinary seats, Li Hang’s heart immediately lit up with a sense of 

superiority. He unconsciously puffed out his chest. ” 

 



The previous her had never experienced this kind of feeling before. 
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Li hang was very excited now. 

 

He wanted to cheer. 

 

She finally didn’t have to envy an Lizi anymore. 

 

She could also have everything an Lizi had. 

 

“But, in addition to being excited, she didn’t forget to let herself calm down. ” 

 

Calm down. 

 

She had to calm down. 

 

“Firstly, she couldn’t lose face in front of boss Wang. ” 

 

“Secondly, she couldn’t be deceived by someone who had intentions. ” 

 

“Some people were good at showmanship. In fact, they didn’t have anything. However, famous cars and 

watches were all rented. ” 

 

She had to stay awake and not be deceived. 

 



“Soon, she arrived at the VIP seat in the front row. ” 

 

“There was already a dedicated waiter waiting there. “Boss Wang, over here.” ” 

 

“Boss Wang nodded and turned to look at Zhou Cuihua. He said in a gentlemanly manner, “Ms. Zhou, 

have a seat.” ” 

 

“Thank you.”Zhou cuihua smiled and thanked him. 

 

“”Hang Hang, please sit beside your mother,”boss Wang continued. ” 

 

Li hang nodded. 

 

“After the three of them took their seats, boss Wang looked at the waiter and said, “I’d like a cup of Blue 

Mountain.” ” 

 

“After saying that, he turned to look at Zhou Cuihua and Li Hang. “What do you two want to drink?” ” 

 

“”I’m the same as you,”Zhou Cuihua said. ” 

 

“Li hang smiled and said, “I won’t be able to sleep with coffee tonight. Please give me a cup of orange 

juice.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Boss Wang nodded. “Two cups of Blue Mountain and one cup of freshly squeezed orange juice.” 

 

“Please wait a moment.” 

 

There were still ten minutes before the start of the musical. 

 



“Three minutes later, the waiter came over with coffee and orange juice and a plate of exquisite 

desserts. ” 

 

“Li hang picked up his phone and took a photo. Together with the ticket, he sent it to his wechat 

moments. ” 

 

[ catch the tail of the weekend. [ photo jpg ] 

 

There were a bunch of comments below. 

 

“[ ah Ah Ah, I’ve wanted to watch it for a long time, but I haven’t been able to buy a ticket! ] ” 

 

[ envy! ] 

 

[ hang hang doesn’t admit that he’s a rich second generation. ] 

 

“[ sob sob sob, I want to watch a musical with my goddess. ] ” 

 

“[ no selfies, bad reviews. ] ” 

 

[ … ] 

 

Li Hang’s popularity was very good. The likes on his moments quickly exceeded 200. 

 

“Not long after, Li Hang received a few wechat messages from his friends. ” 

 

“The contents of the messages were almost the same, and they wanted her to help buy a ticket for a 

musical. ” 

 

“Since Li Hang had a way to get a VIP ticket, he definitely had a way to buy a normal ticket. ” 



 

But Li Hang declined. 

 

“She had just met boss Wang for the first time, so she couldn’t ask for help on their first meeting. ” 

 

“At this moment, Li Hang received a wechat message from his best friend, Wang Rui. ” 

 

“[ hang hang, look, this is so infuriating! Zhao Jing, this green tea whore! ] ” 

 

“Soon, Wang Rui sent a screenshot of the wechat group. ” 

 

The conversation on the screen was as follows: 

 

“”D * mn, Li Hang is too amazing. He actually got VIP tickets.” ” 

 

“Beautiful women have good relationships. I Can’t be envious of them.” 

 

“If only I looked like her.” 

 

“I heard that Li Hang is a rich second generation. Her father is a rich businessman.” 

 

“Originally, the conversation in the group was purely about being envious of Li Hang and guessing his 

family background. But at this moment, a discordant comment came out and instantly caused a huge 

commotion in the group. ” 

 

“What rich second generation? Can’t you guys see it? This picture was bought online. It’s worth ten 

Yuan.” 

 

The person who spoke was Zhao Jing. She and Li Hang were sworn enemies. 

 



Zhao Jing’s family was well-off and she had quite a bit of status in the industry. 

 

“So, after she finished speaking, she didn’t say anything. ” 

 

“After a few seconds, a young girl who thought she had once been under Li Hang stepped forward. 

“Senior Zhao Jing, how did you know that senior Li Hang’s picture was bought? Did you check the 

surveillance at her house?” ” 

 

“I’m jealous.” 

 

A second person immediately jumped out and said. 

 

“”That’s right, that’s right. Could it be that senior Li Hang pressed the surveillance button at senior Li’s 

House?” ” 

 

“Zhao Jing’s combat ability was extremely strong, she immediately replied, “Facts speak louder than 

words. If she really bought Li Hang’s tickets and if Li Hang was at the VIP seats, she had even bought the 

VIP tickets. How many ordinary tickets were left? But, what about a certain someone? When she 

mentioned buying two tickets, she felt so guilty that she didn’t dare to say anything.” ” 

 

“”Actually, what senior Zhao Jing said does make sense.” ” 

 

“Zhao Jing then sent a message to the group, “I’ve never seen such a hypocritical person in my entire 

life. She lives in her own world all day long. Isn’t she tired?” ” 

 

Li Hang was furious when he saw the screenshots of the chat logs. 

 

“She didn’t want to ask boss Wang for help because she was afraid that boss Wang would have a bad 

impression of her. But, in Zhao Jing’s words, she had been mistaken as a party girl. ” 

 

Everything was fake. 

 



“Her best friend sent a voice message, “Hang Hang, Zhao Jing is still trying to mislead everyone in the 

group!” ” 
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“Zhao Jing is so disgusting!” 

 

“”Hang Hang, think of something.” ” 

 

“Li hang naturally wouldn’t let the situation continue. He replied, “I got it.” ” 

 

“Then, Li Hang opened a dialog box. ” 

 

“[ Rou Rou, how many tickets do you want? ] ” 

 

The other party replied very quickly. 

 

“[ hang hang, do you mean to help me buy tickets? ] ” 

 

[ yes. ] 

 

“[ that’s great, Hang Hang, I want two tickets. ] ” 

 

[ no problem. ] 

 

“Then, Li Hang promised the other people. ” 

 



There were a total of ten tickets. 

 

Li hang put his phone back on the table and looked up at boss Wang. 

 

“If boss Wang was really the boss of a real estate company, then ten tickets shouldn’t be a big deal to 

him, right? ” 

 

“Then, what kind of excuse should she find? ” 

 

Li hang narrowed his eyes. 

 

“After the musical ended, the three of them left together. ” 

 

“Li hang held his phone and frowned slightly, as if he had something on his mind. ” 

 

“Boss Wang quickly noticed that something was wrong with Li Hang and asked with concern, “What’s 

wrong with Hang?” ” 

 

“”Nothing, nothing.”Li hang immediately put away his phone. ” 

 

“Boss Wang smiled and said, “Your mother and I are very good friends. If you have anything to say, just 

tell uncle directly. You’re welcome.” ” 

 

The next step of a good friend’s relationship was a couple. 

 

The next step of a couple was a husband and wife. 

 

“When Zhou Cuihua heard this, she was a little excited. ” 

 

“Li Hang looked at boss Wang and said with a smile, “Uncle Wang, I’m really fine.” ” 



 

“Boss Wang continued, “Hang Hang, your business is your mother’s business. It’s my honor to be able to 

solve a small problem for your mother. If you hide it and don’t say anything, you’ll be treating me as an 

outsider.” ” 

 

Li hang hesitated for a moment. He didn’t know whether to say yes or no. 

 

“Zhou cuihua said with a smile, “Mr. Wang, girls are always busy. You Don’t have to pay attention to 

her.” ” 

 

“”Sigh, what you said is wrong.”Boss Wang smiled and said, “Girls are meant to be well-off and careful. 

Hang Hang, just say it. As long as it’s something that uncle can do, uncle will definitely do it for you.” ” 

 

“Li Hang looked at boss Wang and then said, “My classmate knows that I’m here to watch a musical…” ” 

 

“Before she could finish her sentence, she was interrupted by boss Wang’s laughter. “Okay, okay, okay. I 

got it. Does your classmate also want tickets?” ” 

 

“Yes.”Li hang nodded. 

 

“Boss Wang smiled and said, “This is not a big deal at all. I will call my assistant to get it right away. is ten 

tickets enough?” ” 

 

“It’s enough.”Li Hang was a little excited. 

 

She did not expect this matter to be done so smoothly. 

 

She thought it was very difficult! 

 

“From the looks of it, boss Wang was indeed a real estate boss. ” 

 



An ordinary person would not be able to get ten tickets so easily. 

 

“”Thank you, Uncle Wang.”Li hang immediately thanked him. ” 

 

“We’re all on the same side. There’s no need to say thank you. You’re too polite.”Boss Wang waved his 

hand. 

 

“After saying that, boss Wang continued, “I’ll send you guys back.” ” 

 

“Li hang smiled and said, “Uncle Wang, I drove here myself. You can send my mother back.” ” 

 

“”That’s fine too.”Boss Wang did not forget to remind him, “Drive carefully on the voyage.” ” 

 

“”I know, Uncle Wang.” ” 

 

“Boss Wang seemed to have thought of something and continued, “Oh Right, Hang Hang, Don’t forget 

to come home with your mother on Saturday.” ” 

 

He did not use ‘my home’but ‘home’ 

 

What did this mean? 

 

This meant that boss Wang had subconsciously treated Zhou Cuihua and her as his own people. 

 

“”Okay, I will definitely come with my mother,”Li Hang said. ” 

 

Zhou cuihua also realized this and her face was slightly red. 

 

She had already started to think about what kind of gift to give to her future mother-in-law on Saturday. 



 

“As her future daughter-in-law, the gifts she gave could not be too casual. ” 

 

“”Uncle Wang, then I will take my leave first,”li hang continued, “Be careful on the road.” ” 

 

“Boss Wang smiled and said, “I’m fine. I have a chauffeur.” ” 

 

Chauffeur and assistant were the standard equipment for wealthy people. 

 

Zhou Cuihua and boss Wang sat in the back seat of the luxury car. 

 

“Along the way, boss Wang spoke with confidence and made Zhou Cuihua laugh out loud. ” 

 

“On the way back, Li Hang was very excited. He had already started to seriously consider Zhou Cuihua’s 

suggestion. ” 

 

She wanted to follow Zhou Cuihua. 

 

Only by following Zhou Cuihua could she become the envy of everyone. 

 

“However, she couldn’t say it now. ” 

 

She had to wait and see. 

 

Although she had already confirmed that boss Wang was the real boss. 

 

But the rich people’s thoughts changed too quickly. 

 

“Boss Wang could like Ms. Zhou today, and he might like Ms. Song and Ms. Yin tomorrow. ” 


